DEVICEPILOT

SERVICE
MONITORING

IMPROVES YOUR BOTTOM LINE

A business absolutely devoted to service will
have only one worry about profits. They will
be embarrassingly large.
Henry Ford

IMPROVING YOUR
BOTTOM LINE
“Bottom line” is slang for the net

MAXIMISE REVENUE

profit that a company makes: the
income it gets from its customers,
minus its operating costs. For most
businesses, the key to improving the
bottom line is to:

MINIMISE COSTS
ACCELERATE GROWTH

DevicePilot has now helped companies to implement Service Monitoring, in
several markets, over several years. This experience has allowed us to
develop a process to help any potential customer to quantify the direct and
dramatic improvement that Service Monitoring can bring to each of the above
key business metrics - and therefore to their bottom line.
Here we will first explain how Service Monitoring delivers each of these
benefits. Then, for an example business, we’ll show a worked example to
calculate those concrete benefits, in hard currency.

MAXIMISE REVENUE
Connected products exist to deliver a service to the end customer. So usually
it’s not the device that the customer is paying for, it’s the service that the
device delivers. If the device doesn’t deliver the service, it has no value to the
customer, and they’ll stop paying.

REVENUE INCREASED
BY REDUCING DOWNTIME
Companies may either charge a monthly fee per device, or a fee proportional
to the service that a device delivers, e.g. kWh of energy delivered by a
charging station. In either case, this revenue only arrives if the device is
available and delivering the service. If overall device availability across the
estate is only 92%, then 8% of potential revenue is lost. Granted that 100% is
probably unattainable, but in the region of around 98% often is achievable,
and so even 6% of potential revenue lost makes a real difference to the
bottom-line.

With DevicePilot we’ve driven our service
availability up from a poor 75% to an
excellent 98%

There are many factors which negatively affect device availability, including a
host of technical problems, and business process problems.

DevicePilot Service Monitoring can identify, quantify and address them all,
through a combination of delivering the right information to the right people,
live, and by enabling business process automation so that the inevitable
problems are spotted and fixed quicker.

REVENUE INCREASED
BY OFFERING A PREMIUM-QUALITY SERVICE
As well as looking at reducing lost revenue, you can also look for
opportunities to increase your pricing, or introduce new chargeable service
tiers. Your customers are far more-likely to pay for something if it’s of high
quality. So by driving-up your service quality, it is generally the case that
your customers will come to depend upon your service more, and to be
more willing to pay you more money for it.

I’m happy to pay a premium because I can
rely on your service

REVENUE INCREASED
REDUCING CUSTOMER CHURN AND WINNING
FUTURE CUSTOMERS
Failure to serve customers well, by offering devices that are flaky or often
unavailable, will eventually have serious business consequences: Existing
customers can decide they’ve had enough and “churn” away, and a poor
reputation will stop new customers from signing-up.

If we have a 10% chance of losing a customer who is providing 20% of our
revenue (or a losing a future customer who would do so), then we can
multiply these two numbers together to say that we have a 2% revenue risk.
Multiply that number by our revenue to get the money we’ll likely lose from
our bottom line.

Without DevicePilot, we would have lost
perhaps two large customers per year

Another risk is service penalties: Once a business establishes itself and
starts to win large, consolidated customers who each take on many devices,
those customers will start to learn what “good” looks like, form some idea of
an acceptable SLA (Service Level Agreement) that they might expect to
receive, and use their buying-power to enforce contractual terms. So poor
performance leads to at least revenue loss, but possibly also to swingeing
service penalties.

We lose around 30 devices a month due to
poor customer service - and of course that
loss compounds, so by month 2 we’ve lost
60, and so on

DevicePilot provides a way to actively manage customer experience, in
order to hit SLAs and consistently delight customers.

MINIMISE COSTS
COSTS SAVED
FROM HIRING NEW PEOPLE
In technology companies, people are
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DevicePilot enabled one customer to grow
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ACCELERATE GROWTH
GROWTH
FROM REVENUE ACCELERATION
InIt’s never too early to start delighting customers! Demonstrating value
before you close the sale can help convince decision makers and accelerate
the sales closing process.

Customers sign-up quicker if they can see the
benefit to their own business with their own
eyes

Enterprise IoT sales usually depend on making clear a Return on Investment
(RoI) business case. Service monitoring is not only a key part of that equation, it
can also be a vital way to demonstrate the value of the whole IoT deployment.
However wonderful your hardware is, if the customer can’t translate that into
benefits then it can be hard to convince them. By setting-up a complete service
monitoring solution, you can enable them to measure the benefits on their own
site - and easily share their findings with colleagues, including key decision
makers.

GROWTH
FROM LESS FIRE-FIGHTING AND
BETTER PROCESSES
Most companies we serve are in a race to establish themselves in an exciting
new market in just a few years … before their competitors do. So “grow or
die” is the norm, and often the number of devices deployed can and must
grow by 10x or more over just a few years.
As we’ve seen above, failure to address poor manual practices damages
growth by reducing customer happiness. But it’s worse even than that.

Now that we’ve stopped wasting our time
on reactive management of customer
problems, we have the time to build the
processes that help us grow faster

Any business has finite resources. Manual processes tend to lead to a “firefighting” approach, where everything is done through heroic efforts and hiring
new people. But fire-fighting not only sucks for the people caught in it, it also
sucks time and money that could otherwise be spent on growing. A successful
company invests in building efficient processes to enable it to grow rapidly,
while improving customer experience and simultaneously reducing unit
operating costs.
In any given month, accelerating growth corresponds to increasing revenue
from the growth of existing business.
DevicePilot helps companies put an end to fire-fighting and invest resources in
growth instead.
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A QUANTIFIED
EXAMPLE
We will now quantify how Service Monitoring can improve the bottom line with
a worked example. All the numbers and calculations that we refer to here are
in this spreadsheet. To experiment with your own numbers click File/Make a
copy. Or if you want your own Excel file contact us today.
ACME MACHINES INC. has launched

a Head of Customer Experience to

its first connected machine the first

lead the change to a more proactive

1,000 of them are live. Actually that’s

mode of operation. That person will

not quite true: The production team

lead both the Product Management

says they have shipped 1,000 of them

function (which defines what the

into the market, but in truth the

customer experience should be), and

company has no clear idea how many

also the front-line Customer Support

are truly “live” and delivering the

team and the back-office Operations

service that the customer is paying

team (collectively known as COPS)

for.

who are responsible for ensuring that
that experience is actually delivered.

They’re getting anecdotal reports of
technical problems, and unhappy

The following is representative of the

customers, and have realised that

conversation that DevicePilot has

their old reactive approach to

with this new Head of Customer

customer service (wait for the phone

Experience. We capture the key

to ring) is entirely inadequate. Their

numbers of the business, and

business plan calls for them to double

calculate the benefits that Service

the number of widgets for each of the

Monitoring will bring. To ensure a

next 5 years, to reach 16,000 devices

quick, tangible RoI, we’ll focus just on

deployed, and so the problems

the first year of benefits - even

caused by their current “customer

though the benefits can be expected

blindness” will only get exponentially-

to grow further in subsequent years.

worse. The CEO decides it’s time to
get on the front foot, and hires

INPUTS
In the top section of the spreadsheet, we capture the key numbers of the
business. From the top, the customer provides their estimates of:
The average annual salary of a COPS person, and the average monthly
revenue that we receive from the customer for each device (when it’s
working)
The number of deployed devices today - and in a year’s time.
The revenue per device per month
The device up-time achieved today, i.e. the percentage of time that
devices are working over some period. This is an average figure, since a
typical estate will have devices that are 100% up, some that experience
occasional outages, and some that are either completely dead or in very
poor health. One of the first things that Service Monitoring delivers is the
ability to measure this number, but in its absence we’ll have to estimate it.
We estimate the up-time achievable once Service Monitoring is in place,
i.e. with DevicePilot. While this is an estimate, some confidence can be
achieved by looking at similar historical use-cases. Based firstly on an
accurate picture of the current situation, this benefits will be derived by
taking several different actions, which often include: improving the quality
of software and hardware, and improving business processes for
identifying, analysing and resolving problems proactively, including
business automation, which DevicePilot provides by integrating with other
business tools as required, such as CRM and ticketing systems.
The number of months of growth acceleration that could be achieve once you’ve stopped the fire-fighting.

The increased pricing opportunity that comes from offering a premiumquality service.
The size of the COPS team today.
The number of people that will need to be in the COPS team in a year’s
time. If nothing else changes then this may simply be a pro-rata increase
in proportion to the size of the device estate. In this case we expect a
doubling.
In contrast, the number of people that can be in the COPS team in a
year’s time with Service Monitoring in place. Often, this can be a
completely flat number, but in this case we’ve allowed one extra head.
Now for the numbers around revenue risk due to losing customers.
There are at least a couple of ways to calculate this.
If you have a few large customers, then you can estimate the
chances that at your current performance levels you will lose each of
them, and multiply by the hit to your revenue. So e.g. a 20% chance
of losing a customer who is bringing-in 30% of your revenue results
in a 6% revenue risk. Add all these up for each customer, then
multiply your current revenue by that number.
Alternatively, if you have lots of smaller customers, then you may
already be experiencing measurable churn due to poor performance,
in which case you can use “actual” numbers for this - which is what
we’ve done here by using a “devices lost per month” number.

Most businesses need to build reports to summarise their performance
over say the last month, for internal use. It is often common to have to
produce reports for customers, detailing for example how many devices
were deployed, the activity on those devices, summarising and
explaining any deviations from a Service Level Agreement etc. One of
the bad practices which tends to naturally build-up in every business is
that reports are built manually. Numbers are pulled-together from
multiple sources, analysed by hand, and then pretty charts are produced.
Not only is this inefficient and error-prone, it also takes time, which
means that the business is running itself using outdated information.
DevicePilot ingests live data continuously from the device estate and
produces up-to-the-minute reports on demand at any time, massively
reducing the reporting load while massively improving timeliness. So
here we quantify the time currently taken to generate reports manually.
When things go wrong, the COPS team has to swing into action to make
things right - and mollify the customer. In the early days of trials, this
kind of manual response is exactly the right approach, as it allows
problems to be deeply understood, and customers to be kept “on-side”
so that the trials can continue. But it is an approach which fundamentally
does not scale. Time spent recovering customers is time which would be
much-better spent on building effective processes for the next stage of
scaling.

DERIVED VALUES
Revenue monthly today, and in a year’s time, both without DevicePilot,
simply by extrapolating today’s numbers.
To calculate the device revenue lost due to churn, per year, today, note
that number of devices lost compounds monthly. If we lose 25 devices
each month, then in month 1 we’ve lost 25 devices, but in month 2 we’ve
lost a total of 50 devices, and so on. At some point we need to write this
off, so here we’ve assumed that we expect customers to churn on
average anyway after 1 year (for most businesses this is hopefully rather
pessimistic, so you might make this number larger).
Person costs are the sum of time lost due to manual report-generating
and customer-recovery.
The nice thing about using a spreadsheet for this analysis is that it allows you
to do a simple “what-if” analysis by changing these inputs. What if we only
achieved half the uptime improvement? What if we were able to charge 20%
more for a premium service? What if operational salaries go up? etc.

BOTTOM-LINE FINANCIAL
IMPROVEMENTS
So now, at the bottom of our spreadsheet, we can see what this all means for
the bottom-line of the business, in each of the categories outlined in Part 1.
We are interested in the improvement that we should see today (left), and the
improvement in a year’s time (right).

Since business calculations are sometimes done per day, per month or per
year, this spreadsheet gives the numbers for each of these periods.
The people costs saved row represents new hires avoided because the team
has been made more efficient. The saving for this today is $0 on the
assumption that the current team will stay as-is.

CONCLUSION
We’ve seen how Service Monitoring can deliver quantifiable benefits, across
seven different categories - all of which contribute to a significantly-improved
bottom line.
Your numbers will be very different. For some businesses, it’s mainly about
people-cost. For others, mainly about revenue protection. Ultimately, rate of
growth is the magic factor that matters most. You may decide that some of
these categories don’t apply to you - or that you have some extra categories
that do. Work them out using this spreadsheet as a starting-point - or let us
help you do that.

CONTACT US TODAY TO EXPLORE
TOGETHER HOW SERVICE
MONITORING WILL TRANSFORM YOUR
BOTTOM LINE

